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Approved by Brasselle, Glenn    

2.

3.

4.
contractor.

5.

replacement parts for your new fixture.

2. Pass lead wire through chain (10) loop (8) another chain link (9) from canopy (6) finally connect all of them together that repeat the same

    assembly steps for another without wiring.   

      

   
3.Find appropriate threaded holes on Mounting bar (1), and assemble mounting screw (5) into threaded holes with Hex nuts (8).

   4. Attach mounting bar (1) to outlet Box with Outlet Box mounting Screws (2).

   

6. Connect fixture ground  wire to the outlet box ground wire with wire connector supplied, connect the common wire of the lamp cord to the 

    Power supply withe wire with wire connector supplied, connect supply wire of the lamp cord to the power supply black wire with wire connector 

    Supplied. 

   

Note: this Fixture is wired using 2 conductor lamp cord. The insulation between the two conductor one of the lamp cord can be

split down the center for better access to the two conductor. the common wire of the lamp cord is identified as the conductor with

ribs embossed in the rubber wire insulation.

1.Pass Lead wire  from fixture (14) through unassembled Rod (13) Rod (12) and Rod (11), then screw all together at both side. 

   Note The fixture height can be adjusted by varying the number of Rods or chain used in the assembly.  
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7. Push fixture to ceiling then verify all wire are securely inside Canopy (6) Finally secure Canopy (6) in place by tightening Mounting screws (5)

    on to Mounting Plate (1). 

   8. Screw on the light bulb and fixture is ready to use. 

   Note: if the fixture is not leveled after hang. Please adjust (Screw) the turn Buckle (7) up to help it.  

   

Components 

1.Mounting Bar w/Green Screw

8. Loop

9.Chain Links

14.Fixture

2.Outlet Box Mounting Screws

5.Mounting Screws

11.  6” Rod

12.12” Rod
13.18” Rod

3.Pastic Anchor

4.Wood Screws 

6.Canopy
7.Turn Buckle

10.Chain 

15.Safety Cable W/Hook
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5.Raise whole Fixture Canopy (14) toward outlet Box, then hang it onto Mounting Bracket (1) with Safety Cable w/Hook (15) as the illustration shown.

   Note: this will allow for Fixture to be supported while wire connection are made.    
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